
Radical Openness Worksheet (Educational 
Template)

Flexible Mind REVEALs

R: Recognize secret desires for control

Noticed instances of wanting to secretly control social situations.

Example:

E: Examine your social signaling and label what you find

"Don't Hurt Me" Responses

Noticed desires to be treated specially.

Nonverbal signals:

"Pushback" Responses

Noticed secret desires to prove someone wrong.

Nonverbal signals:

V: Remember your core Values

Identified core values conflicting with control tendencies.

Self-Enquiry Questions:

E: Engage with integrity by outing yourself

Practiced outing my true intentions.

Experience:



A: Practice Flexible Mind ADOPTS

Used guidelines to enhance receptivity to feedback.

Notes:

L: Learn through self-enquiry

Willingness to question my intentions, beliefs, or behavior.

Self-Enquiry Questions:

Summary

Write a summary of what you've learned from this worksheet, any patterns you've noticed, and steps 
you'll take moving forward.


	Text23: 
	0:  During a group outing, I found myself directing the conversation towards topics I am comfortable with, ignoring cues that others might want to discuss other things.
	1: Eye rolling, crossing arms
	2: 
	0: Tense posture, clenched fists
	1: Why do I feel the need to control conversations? Is it serving my core value of genuine friendship and connection?
	2:  I openly admitted to my friend that I was steering the conversation to avoid topics that made me uncomfortable.
	3: 
	0: Took deep breaths before responding to criticism and focused on understanding the other person's perspective.

	1:  Am I ignoring other people's interests because of my own insecurities? Am I unwilling to be vulnerable?
	2: Through this worksheet, I realized that my need for control in social situations conflicts with my core value of creating genuine connections. The nonverbal cues I display reflect a desire for special treatment or a defensive stance, which is not conducive to open and honest relationships.

Moving forward, I will practice 'outing' my intentions more honestly and adapt a more receptive attitude towards feedback. This exercise has been eye-opening in terms of recognizing my control tendencies and their impact on my relationships.






